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Abstract: A generalization of delay time
sensitivity in leaky linear RC mesh has
been established. In an RC mesh, the
spatial monotonicity does not hold as
there is no unique path between the source
and any node. Delay time sensitivity
properties are obtained based on the
concept of depth of a node in an RC mesh,
its adjoint network and eigenvalue
sensitivity.

I. Introduction
Study of RC network is important to

understand digital MOS integrated
circuits. Several authors have studied
these networks from the point of view of
bounds on voltage waveform [1, 2], singal
delay [3,4] etc. Wyatt [5 - 9] developed
a qualitative theory of RC meshes having
monotone elements. He showed that for a
monotone exictation u(t), the sensitivity
of the output node voltage of a nonleaky
line is monotonic due to any conductance
on the line.

The sensitivity of any other node
voltage on an RC line/tree is
nonmonotonic. Jain et al. [10, 11] have
studied delay time sensitivity in a linear
RC tree and nonlinear monotone RC tree
respectively to evaluate the sensitivity
of the voltage response at any node.
Monotonoicity in time and spatial
monotonicity of the voltage responses is
required to evaluate the delay time
sensitivity in an RC tree. However in an
RC mesh, the spatial monotonicity does not
hold as there is no unique path between
the source and any node.

In this paper we generalize the
properties of delay time sensitivity at
any node on a linear RC network(leaky or
nonleaky) based on the concept of the
depth of a node and the eigenvalue
sensitivity.

II. Delay Time
Frequently, one of the functions of

inetrest in time domain analysis is the
time delay between an input to the circuit
and the output. Typically, this is one
of the functions to be minimized when the
circuit is optimized. For this purpose
define a functional [83, 84] called the
event functional which switches from one

to zero when an event occurs. Thus

1 until z(t) =0 with

EV[z](t) = z(t) > 0 and 0 < t < T

thereafter
(1)

Here z is some (scalar) combination of the
circuit variables.

Let an event be recognized whenever
the voltage ve(t) of the node 'e'
attains the target voltage denoted by VTar.
Thus the time delay for any node xe' of
interest is given by

T

EV [ve(t) - VTar] dt (2)

where, T is very large with respect to re.
Since EV [ve(t)-VTar] = 0 ; t > Te,
therefore (1) can be written as

T.

EV [Ve(t) - VTar] dt (3)

Using (3) and the monotonicity of the
voltage response, the delay time re can be
qualified as * small1 re or * large

1 re frith
respect to a target voltage (VTar) in the
following sense:

Small Te: When the target voltage VT for
a node *e' is close to the initial
condition ve(0), the delay time (re)
required to achieve the voltage level VTar
would be small. Similarly,

Large Te: When the target voltage VTar for
a node (e' is close to the final voltage
u(oo), the delay time (re) required to
achieve the voltage level VTar would be
large.

III. RC Mesh
KCL of an RC mesh N can be written

as

C V + 6 V - b U(t) t > 0
(4)



where Vj(O) = vjo , j = 1 , 2, ..., n.

V ( . ) , b Rn ; V(.) is voltage vector
and b = [g(nf1)1 g(ml)2... g(rY+1)n]

T the source
conductance vector,

G, C Rnxn ; G is the conductance
matrix and C = diag [C1f C 2..C n],

u(t) e R1 is the voltage excitation.

XV. Delay Time sensitivity in leaky RC
mesh for small re

The sensitivity of the delay time Te
to attain the target voltage VTar at the
node 'e' with respect to a conductance gjk
; 0 <, j, k < (n+1) is obtained as[12]

Also

= [Vjl
Qg J

O

where

vo(t) , and

X(T.-t)

= 0

and

C X(6) + 6 X(6) = 5(9) e

(5)

(6)

(7)

with X(0) = 0, and 0 < 6 < Te.

The equation (7) represents the
adjoint network of (4) with respect to the
node 'e1. The adjoint network is an RC
mesh N(of (4)) with an impulse current
at the node 'e' and source node (n+1) at
the ground potential. X(8) is the node
voltage vector of the adjoint network.

To obtain the delay time sensitivity
from (5), the terms

[v,(t) - vk(t)] and [^j(t) -A1k(t)]

= —. [X.(Te-t) - Xk(Te-t)]

are to be evaluated.

In this paper these issues are dealt
with.

Definitions
b

The depth d^ 0 < b < (n+1), 1 < j <
n of any node j with respect to a node *b'
on the RC network is defined to be the
minimum number of nodes which are required
to traverse to reach the node j (including
the node j) from the node b without
passing through the ground.

and

To simplify the notations, the
superscript (n+1) for the depth (n+1)
dj of node j with respect to the
source is omitted.

Let A(j) denotes the set of adjacent
nodes to the node j, then

k e A(j) and (n+1) e A(j)

===> dj =1, dk = 2.

In an RC tree, let p(j) be the adjacent
node of the node j towards the source
node from the node j and

P°(j) = j, P2(j) = P(P(J),

then pq(j) = (n+1) ===> dj = q.

The following results(Lemmas) are
required to evaluate the sign of

6re
for small Te.

Here it is assumed that

d'v,
and

Xj<n(6)
d'Xj

Lemma l [12]
The voltage response in a leaky RC

mesh has the following properties for
•small1 t

> 0

< (8)

(h),sign [v-(h)(0) - vk
ln'(0)]

J; h > dj = dk

where Vj(O) = 0, 0 < j, k < (n+1) and
h is the least integer such that [Vj(h)(0)
- vk

(h)(0)] is nonzero.

Using Lemma 1, and depth of a node
with respect to the node ''e'of the adjoint
network, the sign of [ A ^ ( t ) - A 1 k(t) ]
can also be obtained. The is shown in the
following Lemma 2:
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Lemma 2 [12]
Response of an adjoint network of an

RC mesh has the following properties for
re:

<

I1

>
<

3ig

0

0

n[X

;d*<

e
* d • ̂

;n >

e
dk

Y (h)
~ Ak

e
di =

(9)

( 0 ) ]
e

d.

where X:(0) = 0 , 0 < j, k < (n+1) and
h is the least integer such that [Xj<h>(0)
- Xk

(h)(0)] is nonzero.

Using the Lemmas 1 & 2, following
properties of delay time sensitivity in
leaky RC mesh for small delay time are
obtained:

Theorem l
The sensitivity of delay time re at

any node in a leaky RC mesh with initially
discharged capacitors and having a unit
step excitation has the following
properties for 'small' re:

e e
ij - dk) (dj - dk) > 0

e e
ij - dk) (dj - dk) < 0

e

6T (

6gjkf

(h) ,sign [v/nj(0) - vk<
n)(0)]
andand h >

(h) ,(-)sign [v/n)(0) -

sign [XjW(O) -

and h > d
e

and w> i

e
< dk
d; = dL

(10)
e

> dk
= d.

-) sign [XjM(O) - Xk
(w)(0)] ;d- < dk
and w > d- = dk

(h), (h) ,sign [Vj-(O| - V » ( 0 | j • sign
'(0) -

; h > d- =

'(0)]
e

and w > dT =

where Vj(O) = 0, j = 1, 2, ...n.

The results in the Theorem 1 are only
for small Te and it is difficult to obtain
the properties of [v-(.) - vk(.)] and [

X,j(.) - >ik(->]
 f o r a 1 1 t * °- T h i s

requires a different approach. This is
done in the next section.

V. Delay Time sensitivity in nonleaky RC
mesh for large Te

In a leaky RC mesh, the final
voltages, i. e. v-(°o) donot remain same
when any of the resistance changes.

Therefore, we restrict the discussion to
nonleaky RC mesh only. Note that for an
RC tree, the properties of delay time
sensitivity for large Te have been
obtained in[10] using the spatial
monotonicity of the voltage response and
eventual spatial monotonicity of the
adjoint network response. In the followina
theorem eigenvalue sensitivity[13, 14] is
used to obtain the delay time sensitivity
for xlarge" Te.

Theorem 2 [12]
The delay time sensitivity at any

node e with respect to a branch
conductance in a nonleaky RC mesh with
initially discharged capacitors and having
a unit step excitation is negative, i. e.

**.
0. (11)

VI. Conclusions
In this paper, a generalization of

delay time sensitivity in leaky linear RC
mesh time has been established.
Monotonicity in time and spatial
monotonicity of the voltage responses are
required to evaluate the delay time
sensitivity in RC tree with respect to any
branch conductance. However, in an RC
mesh, the spatial monotonicity does not
hold as there is no unique path between
the source and any node. In this chapter,
to overcome this problem, concept of depth
of a node in an RC mesh and its adjoint
network is introduced,

b
The depth dj of any node j with

respect to a node *b'in an RC network is
defined to be the minimum number of nodes
which are required to traverse to reach
the node j (including the node j ) from
the node b without passing through the
ground. In the RC mesh the node b refers
to the source node (n+1) and in the adjoint
network the node b refers to the node of
interest xe' at which sensitivity of the
delay time re is desired. It is shown that
using the depth of a node with respect to
the source node one can obtain the sign
of voltage difference between any two
nodes on an RC mesh for small t.
Similarly, the difference in the adjoint
network response between any two nodes can
be obtained using the depths of the nodes
with respect to the node e for small Te.
Using the sign of the difference of the
voltage response and the adjoint network
between any two nodes, the main result on
delay time sensitivity is established.

This result is only for small Te and
it is difficult to obtain the properties
of the voltage difference and the adjoint
network response difference for all t >
o. Therefore, the delay time sensitivity
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at any node of an RC mesh can not be
predicted for large re using the adjoint
network approach. This requires a
different approach. In a leaky RC mesh,
the final voltages, i. e. Vj (») do not
remain the same when any one of the
resistance changes. Thus, for large re,
only nonleaky RC mesh is considered. Note
that for an RC tree, the properties of
delay time sensitivity for large re have
been obtained in [10] (linear) and
[11] (nonlinear monotone) using the spatial
monotonicity of the voltage response and
eventual spatial monotonicity of the
adjoint network response. It is shown by
exploiting the eigenvalue sensitivity that
the delay time sensitivity at any node e
with respect to a branch conductance in
a nonleaky RC mesh with initially
discharged capacitors and having a unit
step excitation is negative, i. e.
voltages at all the nodes of a nonleaky
RC mesh are eventually faster when
conductance between any two nodes is
increased.
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